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In closing this special issue on Indigenous Leadership in Marine Conservation, we 
welcome you to listen to a well-known chant of gratitude from Hawai‘i written and 
composed by Kēhau Camara and shared by Kalani Quiocho, a Kanaka ‘Ōiwi.

Oli Mahalo

‘Uhola ‘ia ka makaloa lā 
Pū ‘ai i ke aloha ā 
Kūka‘i ‘ia ka hā loa lā 
Pāwehi mai nā lehua 
Mai ka ho‘oku‘i a ka hālāwai lā 
Mahalo e nā akua 
Mahalo e nā kūpuna lā, ‘eā 
Mahalo me ke aloha lā 
Mahalo me ke aloha lā

The makaloa mat has been unfurled
In love, sustenance was shared
The great breath has been exchanged
The lehua honors and adorns
From zenith to horizon
Gratitude and thanks to the godly entities
Gratitude and thanks to our beloved ancestors
Gratitude, admiration, thanks and love, to all who are present, both seen and unseen

Listen online

A Voice of Gratitude

 Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument  KYLEE MARTIN / UH HILO MOP

https://www.georgewrightsociety.org/oli-mahalo



Parks Stewardship Forum explores innovative thinking 
and offers enduring perspectives on critical issues of 
place-based heritage management and stewardship. 
Interdisciplinary in nature, the journal gathers insights 
from all fields related to parks, protected/conserved 
areas, cultural sites, and other place-based forms of 
conservation. The scope of the journal is international. 
It is dedicated to the legacy of George Meléndez 
Wright, a graduate of UC Berkeley and pioneer in 
conservation of national parks.

Parks Stewardship Forum is published online at  
https://escholarship.org/uc/psf through eScholarship, 
an open-access publishing platform subsidized by 
the University of California and managed by the 
California Digital Library. Open-access publishing 
serves the missions of the IPPB and GWS to share, 
freely and broadly, research and knowledge produced 
by and for those who manage parks, protected areas, 
and cultural sites throughout the world. A version of 
Parks Stewardship Forum designed for online reading is 
also available at https://parks.berkeley.edu/psf.  
For information about publishing in PSF, write to 
psf@georgewright.org.

Parks Stewardship Forum is distributed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 
International License (CC BY-NC 4.0). 

The journal continues The George Wright Forum, 
published 1981–2018 by the George Wright Society.

PSF is designed by Laurie Frasier  •  lauriefrasier.com
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